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Vejle – A cosmopolitan ‘big city’ life with
a cosy atmosphere
LOUISE NIELSEN VEJLE MUNICIPALITY
Vejle is becoming more and more popular with newcomers
thanks to the proximity of large international companies like
LEGO, Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy and Bestseller,
but also because of rapid development in the municipality and
the region’s vivid cultural life.
“Vejle is a great choice for those who want to live in a big city,
where everything is available: where there are great cultural
events, a wide range of restaurants and cafés, good infrastructure, lots of workplaces and open-minded people. Besides these opportunities, Vejle has the great advantage that some of
the big companies which employ a lot of international employees are very close to our city, so people don’t have to spend
hours in their cars commuting every day. At the same time,
this is a really cosy city; where you always meet someone you
know on the streets; where you can spend your days in peace
without a rush.” – says Louise Nielsen, the newcomer guide in
Vejle Municipality.
Vejle Municipality is part of the world-wide initiative of the Network of 100 Resilient Cities with a detailed resilience strategy.
The aim of the program is to help the member cities to become
prepared for the physical, social and economic changes and
challenges of the future.

Public, private and non-profit actors are all working together in
this program, which focuses on strengthening social cohesion
and community building in the region, as well – promising good
opportunities for newcomers and internationals alike.
Newcomer help with great enthusiasm and face-to-face
approach
Vejle Municipality has an active and expanding international
community, which also makes it a very appealing place for new
Expats. Louise works in close cooperation with the volunteer-run expat organisation, VEN (Vejle Expat Network), the local
companies and the expat consultant from Vejle Jobcenter, in
order to facilitate networking, information sharing and provide
cultural events on a regular basis.
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Message from Louise

Louise works as a full-time newcomer guide in Vejle, deeply
integrated in the organisation of the municipality. She has previous international corporate experience in a similar role, and
has developed close and active relationships with companies
in the region.
Louise is a very enthusiastic guide with great empathy towards
expats’ needs and problems. She likes to connect with people
in person, so she can get a deeper insight into their challenges
and therefore find the best way to help.
“I like to talk with the newcomers, because sometimes behind
an obvious issue, there are other underlying problems, too. For
instance, there is often some cultural misunderstanding, which
can be easily explained once it’s found. Sometimes, I guide
newcomers personally, sometimes I ask for help from my colleagues and sometimes I try to find an expat buddy who can
support new people in the city. In these cases, I reach out to
VEN or the Jobcenter coordinator and I make sure that the expats get the right help.”

“Just
be yourself! You have
a great set of skills and characteristics that people and companies will
appreciate. Don’t be shy to get out and ask for
help, if necessary. Danes might seem a bit reticent
at first, but they are really not mean, mostly just busy.
But if you ask them, they are happy to help. It’s great
to have other internationals around you, but please
don’t give up on Danes, either, even if it feels a
bit difficult in the beginning to find Danish
friends. ”

Besides the personal guidance, Louise makes sure that relevant information about life and happenings in Vejle Municipality
reaches the newcomers.
She actively posts in social media, on the city’s website and is
planning to create a newsletter with the city’s monthly events,
too.
Thanks to her proactivity, lots of internationals find her to ask
various questions. In the last year alone, she has helped with
310 cases.

CONTACT
You can reach Louise Nielsen at Vejle Municipality by phone (+45 2181 0436) or via email bosaetningsguide@vejle.dk and
please don’t hesitate to ask for a personal appointment. It can be a great idea to contact her even before you arrive in Vejle,
Denmark. There might be information which is good to know about before your relocation.
If you wish to learn more about the opportunities in Vejle Municipality, please visit www.vejle.dk/welcome
If you want to be part of the online international community in Vejle Municipality, join the group Internationals in Vejle and
follow Vejle Expat Network on Facebook.
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